Asynchronous design has been an active area of research since at least the mid 1950's, but has yet to achieve widespread use. We examine the benefits and problems inherent in asynchronous computations, and in some of the more notable design methodologies. These include Huffman asynchronous circuits, burst-mode circuits, micropipelines, template-based and trace theory-based delay-insensitive circuits, signal transition graphs, change diagrams, and compilation-based quasidelay-insensitive circuits.
Even with all of the problems listed above, asynchronous design is an important research area. Regardless of how successful synchronous systems are, there will always be a need for asynchronous systems. Asynchronous logic may be used simply for the interfacing of a synchronous system to its environment and other synchronous systems, or possibly for more complete applications. Also, although ad hoc design of asynchronous systems is impractical, there are several methodologies and CAD algorithms developed specifically for asynchronous design. Several of the main approaches are profiled in this paper. Note that we do not catalog all methodologies ever developed, nor do we explore every subtlety of the methodologies included. Attempting either of these tasks would fill hundreds of pages, obscuring the significant issues involved. Instead, we discuss the essential aspects of some of the more well-known asynchronous design systems. This will hopefully provide the reader a solid framework in which to further pursue the topics of interest. We likewise do not cover many of the related areas, such as verification and testing, which are very important to asynchronous design, yet too complex to be handled adequately here. Interested readers are directed elsewhere for details on asynchronous verification [3] and testing [4] .
Asynchronous design methodologies can most easily be categorized by the timing models they assume, and this paper is organized along these lines. Section 2 covers systems using bounded-delay models, including fundamentalmode Huffman circuits, extensions of these circuits to non-fundamental mode, and burst-mode circuits. Section 3 focuses on micropipelines. Section 4 details delay-insensitive circuits, including template or module based systems, and trace Theory. Section 5 combines speed-independent and quasi-delay-insensitive circuits, including signal transition graphs, change diagrams, and communicating processes compilation. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 with a general comparison of the methods discussed.
Bounded-Delay Models
The most obvious model to use for asynchronous circuits is the same model used for synchronous circuits. Specifically, it is assumed that the delay in all circuit elements and wires is known, or at least bounded. Circuits designed with this model (usually coupled with the fundamental mode assumption discussed below) are generally referred to as Huffman circuits, after D. A. Huffman, who developed many of the early concepts of these circuits.
Fundamental Mode Huffman Circuits
In this model, circuits are designed in much the same way as synchronous circuits. The circuit to be synthesized is usually expressed as a flow-table [5] , a form similar to a truth-table. As shown in Figure 1 , a flow-table has a row for each internal state, and a column for each combination of inputs. The entries in each location indicate the next state entered and outputs generated when the column's input combination is seen while in the row's state. States in circles correspond to stable states, states where the next state is identical to the current state. Normally it is assumed that each unstable state leads directly to a stable state, with at most one transition occurring on each output variable. Similar to finite state machine synthesis in synchronous systems, state reduction and state encoding is performed on the flow-table, and Karnaugh maps generated for each of the resulting signals. There are several special concerns when implementing state machines asynchronously that do not occur in synchronous systems. First, since there is no clock to synchronize input arrivals, the system must behave properly in any intermediate states caused by multiple input changes. For example in the flow-table of Figure 1 , the system will not move directly from input "00" to "11", but will briefly pass through "01" or "10". Thus, for state 1 we must add entries for both inputs "01" and "10" which keep the machine in state 1. We must also deal with hazard removal. Suppose we are trying to implement the Karnaugh map in Figure 2 and use the sum-of-products form shown. Further assume that all gates (including the inverter) have a gate delay of 1 unit, and the current state is (A, B, C) = (1, 1, 1). In this state AB is true, and the output is 1. If we now set B to 0, we will move to state (1, 0, 1) , and the output should remain 1. However, because of the delay in the inverter, the top AND gate will become false before the lower AND becomes true, and a 0 will propagate to the output. This momentary glitch on the output is known as a static-1 hazard, and must be removed for reliable circuit operation. A static-0 hazard is similar, with a value meant to remain stable at 0 instead momentarily becoming 1. A dynamic hazard is the case where a signal that is meant to make a single transition (0→1 or 1→0) instead makes three or more transitions (such as 0→1→0→1, 1→0→1→0).
All static and dynamic hazards due to a single input change can be eliminated by adding to a sum-of-products circuit that has no useless products (i.e. no AND term contains both a variable and its complement) additional cubes covering all adjacent 1's in a Karnaugh map ([5] pp. 121-127). In the above example, adding the cube AC would remove the static-1 hazard demonstrated earlier, since while the circuit transitioned from state (1, 1, 1) to (1, 0, 1) both A and C remain true, and the AC cube would stay true. Unfortunately, this procedure cannot guarantee correct operation when multiple inputs are allowed to change simultaneously. Referring to Figure 2 , assume that we are in state (1, 1, 0), and we move to state (1, 0, 1) by changing both B and C. If the delays in the circuit are slightly greater for input C, the circuit will momentarily be in state (1, 0, 0), and the output will go to 0 (a dynamic hazard). We could try to alter the circuit delays to make sure that the circuit goes through state (1, 1, 1) instead, but what if this state had also been set to 0 in the original Karnaugh map? In this case, no intermediate state will maintain the correct output, and an unavoidable hazard is present. The solution generally adopted is to make a policy decision that only one input to a circuit is allowed to change at a time.
An important point needs to be made about the sum-of-products form. As the number of inputs increases, the number of inputs to the AND and OR gates increases. Since most technologies either restrict the number of inputs to a gate, or penalize large fanin gates by long delays, it is important to have some method for decomposing large gates. As proven by Unger ([5] pp. 130-134), many applications of algebraic transformations, including the associative, distributive, and DeMorgan's laws, do not introduce any new hazards in bounded-delay circuits. Thus, a sum-of-products form can be factored into smaller gates via these transformations. Note that other transformations, such as the transformation from F=AB+BC+B'C to F=AB+B'C, can introduce hazards, in this case because it removes the cube that we added above for hazard-free operation. This ability to use some logic transformations is an important advantage of this methodology, for many of the other methodologies do not allow these types of operations.
In order to extend our combinational circuit methodology to sequential circuits, we use a model similar to that used for synchronous circuits ( Figure 3 ). Since we made the restriction that only one input to the combinational logic can change at a time, this forces several requirements on our sequential circuit. First, we must make sure that the combinational logic has settled in response to a new input before the present-state entries change. This is done by placing delay elements on the feedback lines. Also, the same restriction dictates that only one next state bit can change at a time. Encodings can be made that allow a single transition of state bits for all state transitions, but require multiple state encodings for each state ( [5] pp. 76-79), complicating the combinational logic. One-hot encodings, encodings where each state q i has a single associated state bit y i true and all other bits false, require two transitions, but simplify the associated logic. State transitioning from q i to q j is accomplished by first setting y j , and then resetting y i . The final requirement is that the next external input transition cannot occur until the entire system settles to a stable state (this final restriction is what characterizes a fundamental-mode circuit). For a one-hot encoding, this means that a new input must be delayed long enough for three trips through the combinational logic and two trips through the delay elements. 
Extending Huffman Circuits to Non-Fundamental Mode
The fundamental-mode assumption, while making logic design easy, greatly increases cycle time. Therefore there could be considerable gains from removing this restriction. One method is quite simple, and can be seen by referring back to the original argument for the fundamental mode. The issue was that when multiple inputs change, and no single cube covers the starting and ending point of a transition, there is the possibility of a hazard. However, if a single cube covers an entire transition, then there is no need for the fundamental mode restriction, since that cube will ensure the output stays a 1 at all times. So, for the function A+F(B, C, D), when A is true, inputs B, C, and D can change at will. However in general input A cannot change in parallel with inputs B, C, and D, because when A goes from true to false, F(B, C, D) may be going from false to true, potentially causing a hazard. Therefore, this observation cannot completely eliminate the fundamental mode assumption.
Another method, described by Hollaar [7] , uses detailed knowledge of the implementation strategy to allow new transitions to arrive earlier than the fundamental-mode assumption allows. As shown in Figure 4 , Hollaar builds a one-hot encoded asynchronous state machine with a set-reset flip-flop for each state bit (for example, NAND gates 5 & 6 form a set-reset flip-flop for state K). The set input is driven when the previous state's bit and the transition function is true (i.e. for K, when we are in state J, and transition function S is true), and is reset when the following state is true (hence the connection from gate 9 to gate 6). This basic scheme is expanded beyond simple straight-line state-machines, and allows parallel execution (i.e. FORK and JOIN) in asynchronous state machines.
The basic implementation strategy of Hollaar's, as shown in Figure 4 , is faulty. Imagine that we are in state J, and we assume S = A and T = ¬A * F(B, C, D). Further assume that input A is transitioning from 0 to 1, and F(B, C, D) is true. As we would expect, S becomes true and in turn sets state bit K. However, because T is such a complex function, T will take longer to become false than it took S to become true. If this difference is greater than the gate delays in gates 4 and 5, gate 7 will produce a hazard that may either cause state bit L to be set, or cause it to oscillate. Thus, this circuit does not correctly implement the state machine specified. Although the implementation is flawed, Hollaar's main point that careful analysis of an implementation can relax the fundamental-mode assumption remains. In Figure 4 , the fundamental mode assumption dictates that 6 gate delays must elapse between transitions. For example, after S becomes true (moving the system from state J to state K), the sequence of firings 4→5→6→3→2→4 must occur before the circuit is stable. However, after 3 gate delays (4→5→6) state bit K is properly set, and S can safely be changed again. This is half of the 6 delays required by the fundamental mode assumption. Also, after gate 5 becomes true, gate 7 could fire and begin a transition to state L. As long as gate delays are relatively uniform, state bits J and K will be reset, and state bit L set. Although this will briefly cause bits J, K, and L all to be true at the same time, the system will reach the proper final state. Since this is only a separation of 2 gate delays between inputs (for transitions 4→5), this transition is 3 times faster than the required 6 gate delays. Unfortunately, the general case where a state can have multiple successors requires 5 gate delays to avoid the untaken transitions from interfering. This also ignores the fact that the state bits will be transitioning very quickly, possibly causing hazards in the logic receiving these outputs. However, this method may be able to ease much of the fundamental mode's requirements in some circuits.
Burst-Mode Circuits
Circuits designed with a bounded-delay model do not necessarily have to use the structures described previously. A different design methodology, referred to as burst-mode, attempts to move even closer to synchronous design styles than the Huffman method. The burst-mode design style was developed by Nowick, Yun, and Dill [8] [9] [10] [11] based on earlier work at HP laboratories by Davis, Stevens, and Coates [12] . As shown in Figure 5 (center), circuits are specified via a standard state-machine, where each arc is labeled by a non-empty set of inputs (an input burst), and a set of outputs (an output burst). Similar to its use in synchronous circuits, the assumption is that when in a given state, only the inputs specified on one of the input bursts leaving this state can occur. These are allowed to occur in any order, and the machine does not react until the entire input burst has occurred. The machine then fires the specified output burst, and enters the specified next state. New inputs are allowed only after the system has completely reacted to the previous input burst. Thus, burst-mode systems still require the fundamental-mode assumption, but only between transitions in different input bursts. Also, no input burst can be a subset of another input burst leaving the same state. This is so that the machine can unambiguously determine when a complete input burst has occurred, and react accordingly. For example, in the state machine in Figure 5 (center), an edge could not be added from state A to state D with input burst "a+b+c+", because the other input bursts out of state A would be subsets of this input burst. As described by Nowick and Dill [8, 9] burst-mode circuits can be implemented by the circuit shown in Figure 5 (left). A clock is generated locally in each state machine, but is independent of local clocks in any other module. This is intended to avoid some of the hazards found in the Huffman design style discussed earlier.
To understand how the machine works, the example in Figure 5 (center) is offered. This machine requires one state bit S, which is true when the machine is in state D, and false otherwise. A complete truth-table for this specification is shown in Figure 5 (right). Assume the circuit is stable in state A with all inputs and outputs set to 0. In a stable state, the local clock is low, and data can pass through the phase-1 latches. The first transitions to occur are "a" and "b" being set to 1. This case is simple because the machine does not have to change state, since S is still stable at 0. Because of this, the local clock is not fired. The only effect is that once both the "a" and "b" transitions arrive, the combinational logic generating "x" changes its output to 1, and the value propagates through the phase-1 latches to the output. A more interesting case is when the input "c" then changes to 1 as well. In this case, the state must be changed. The first thing that happens is that the combinational logic for the outputs and the state bit changes in response to the inputs, making x=1, y=1, S'=1. At the same time the local clock is getting ready to fire. However, delays are added to the local clock line such that all output and state changes will have propagated through the phase-1 latches before the clock fires. Once the clock fires, the phase-1 latches are disabled, and the phase-2 latches are allowed to pass values through. This allows the new state bit to flow back through the feedback line and into the logic for the state bit, output bits, and local clock. However, since the phase-1 latches are disabled, any new values or hazards are ignored. Then the local clock is reset by the arrival of the new state, the phase-2 latches are disabled, and the phase-1 latches are again allowed to pass data. This completes the reaction of the machine to the new data, and it is now ready for new inputs.
The major claim of this implementation is that by having a local clock, many of the hazards encountered by normal Huffman circuits are avoided, and standard synchronous state assignment techniques can be employed. However, it turns out that not all hazards can be ignored. In all transitions, the outputs are generated directly in response to the inputs, and the local clock offers no hazard protection. Thus, the redundant cubes necessary in Huffman circuits are also needed for the output logic, and special care must be taken to avoid dynamic hazards [13] . The local clock generation logic may also contain similar hazards. Although this signal is not directly seen by the environment, a hazard on the clock lines could cause the state to change partially or completely when no change was intended.
The locally-clocked structure as presented so far cannot use standard state encoding schemes, since a standard state encoding can cause multiple state bits to change at a time. These state bits may then cause hazards in the local clock logic which cannot be removed simply by redundant cubes (note however that output hazards cannot be directly caused by state bits changing because the phase-1 latches are disabled during state bit transitions). However, special hardware can be added to the local clock logic to make sure all AND products involving the previous state are disabled before the next state bits arrive [9] . This eliminates hazards due to multiple state bit transitions, at the expense of more complicated internal timing constraints. In this way, synchronous state encoding schemes can be used, possibly with a significant decrease in the required number of state bits.
As described by Yun, Nowick, and Dill [10, 11] , burst-mode circuits can also be implemented by using techniques similar to those of Huffman circuits. Since burst-mode circuits allow multiple input changes, one would expect to have the same hazard problems that motivated the single-input-change restriction in the Huffman circuits. However, since the burst-mode specification only allows outputs to change after an entire input burst, and since transitions from the next input burst are not allowed to arrive until the circuit has finished reacting to the previous burst, there are no unavoidable hazards in the circuit. Thus, the technique of adding redundant cubes to a sum-ofproducts form used in Huffman circuits to remove hazards is sufficient to implement burst-mode circuits. As proven by Yun, Dill and Nowick [11] , these must include a cube covering the initial and final states of an input burst where the output variable remains true. Thus, this cube will remain true during the entire input burst, and the output will be hazard-free. Also, any cube covering any part of an input burst that causes an output variable to change from 1 to 0 must also cover the initial state of the input burst. Thus, all cubes that can be true during the input burst will be true at the start of the burst, so that once the output variable becomes false all of the cubes leading to it are stable. Finally, these circuits must use the same special state encodings (though not necessarily 1-hot encodings) and delays on the feedback lines as Huffman circuits to avoid hazards in the combinational logic.
Problems With Bounded-Delay Methodologies
Although the bounded-delay design methodologies discussed so far use a delay model successfully applied to complex synchronous systems, there are some common problems that restrict these asynchronous methodologies. They are generally due to the fact that circuits are often not simply single small state machines, but instead are complex systems with multiple control state machines and datapath elements combining to implement the desired functionality. Unfortunately, none of the methodologies discussed so far address the issue of system decomposition. Also, these methodologies cannot design datapath elements. This is because datapath elements tend to have multiple input signals changing in parallel, and the fundamental-mode assumption would unreasonably restrict the parallelism in datapath elements.
Even for circuits that the previous systems can handle, there can be performance problems with these design styles. Most obviously, the fundamental-mode and burst-mode circuits explicitly add delays to avoid certain hazard cases, decreasing performance. Also, the modules must assume the worst-case in both input data and physical properties when inserting delays, thus leading to worst-case behavior. Finally, these circuits exhibit what can be called additive skew. Imagine that there are three state machines, designed in either fundamental, Hollaar, or burst mode structures, connected in series. Inputs to the first machine must obey not only the input timing constraints of the first machine, but also those of all following stages. Since there will be some difference between the minimum and maximum propagation delays through the stages (the skew), in order to respect the second stage's input constraints the first stage's inputs must be spaced by at least the second stage's input constraint plus the first stage's skew. Even worse are the constraints imposed by the third stage, because the first input could take the maximum amount of time through the first two stages, while the second input takes the minimum time through these stages. Thus, the first stage must space inputs by the third stage's input constraint plus the skews of both preceding stages. When one considers an entire pipelined microprocessor with large numbers of cascaded stages, it is clear that the throughput of the system will be extremely poor. This also means that work such as Hollaar's, which attempts to increase throughput by allowing greatly varying input rates, will increase the skew and possibly degrade performance. This last problem, that of additive skew, can be overcome by adding explicit flow-control to the system. As will be described later, asynchronous elements can be connected by a request-acknowledgment protocol which adds flow-control to these circuits. For burst-mode circuits at least, these signals can be incorporated into each input burst, and the problem of additive skew can be overcome. Unfortunately, this does mean incurring the overheads of both inserted delays and request-acknowledgment signaling, which may cause performance penalties. Higher-performance designs can reach a compromise between latency and bandwidth in these systems by grouping together several stages of burst-mode circuits, and only apply the request-acknowledge protocol to this group's external interfaces. Also, for circuits that do not require many levels of logic, the ability to choose whether or not to use request-acknowledge protocols, as well as the fast response of burst-mode circuits to some inputs, can generate fast circuits. The final problem is that of circuit testing. Bounded-delay asynchronous circuits greatly complicate fault detection. First, the technique of adding redundant terms to functions to eliminate hazards is in direct conflict with the fault testing technique of avoiding redundant terms to make faults visible ( [14] pp. 100-103). Also, these circuits must be tested for delay faults [15] . A delay fault is a fault on an element or path that alters its delay. In a synchronous circuit, such a fault would require the chip to be clocked at a slower rate. However, in an asynchronous circuit there is no clock to slow down, and a delay fault can cause incorrect circuit operation that cannot be fixed. For example, in Figure 6 , a pulse generator drives a pulse detector. The delay in the pulse detector feedback line is designed to be smaller than the pulse generator's pulse width, making the pulse detector remain 1 after the first pulse is detected. However, if a delay fault occurs in the pulse detector delay, the feedback value may not arrive before the pulse has ended, causing the pulse detector to oscillate. Methods for detecting delay faults have been developed, but they tend to require fairly complex test apparatus capable of applying multiple test sequences rapidly, and sampling data at specific times. Note that delay-fault testing is not solely an issue with bounded-delay circuits, but also may be necessary in speed-independent, quasi-delay-insensitive, and delay-insensitive circuits with bundled-data constraints. Each of these models will be discussed later in this paper. However, each of these models tend to have less pervasive timing assumptions, possibly making them easier to test.
Micropipelines
Micropipelines were introduced in Ivan Sutherland's Turing Award lecture [16] primarily as an asynchronous alternative to synchronous elastic pipelines (pipelines where the amount of data contained in them can vary). However, they also serve as a powerful method for implementing general computations. Although often categorized as a delay-insensitive methodology with bundled data (both terms defined in the next section), they are actually composed of a bounded-delay datapath moderated by a delay-insensitive control circuit. Note that the timing constraints in this system are not simply bundled data (defined later), since the timing of all computation elements are important, not just those in the communication interfaces. Since it shares features of both delay-insensitive and bounded-delay circuits, we ignore the classification issue by placing it here in its own section. The base implementation structure for a micropipeline is the control first-in first-out queue (FIFO) shown in Figure 7 (left), where the gates labeled "C" are Muller C-elements (an element whose output is 1 when all inputs are 1, 0 when all inputs are 0, and holds its state otherwise). It can be thought of as a FIFO for transitions, because transitions sent to it through R(in) are buffered, and eventually fed out through R(out). To understand how it works, consider first the initial state, where the FIFO is empty and all wires except for the inverter outputs are 0. A transition entering at R(in) will be able to pass through all of the C-elements in series, and emerge on R(out). During this process a transition will move completely around each of the small cycles in the circuit (containing two C-elements and an inverter), and all of the signals in the system, except for A(out), will change. Thus, the next transition will also be able to get through the first two C-elements, though it will remain held at the third C-element awaiting a transition on A(out). This represents the case where the output side of the FIFO is not yet ready to accept a new transition. New transitions may enter through R(in) before previous transitions leave the system, and they will be held up at successively earlier C-elements, one transition per C-element. However, we have the restriction that the sender must wait for a transition to appear on A(in) between sendings of transitions on R(in) so that we know the transition has safely made it through the first C-element. If transitions are then given on A(out), transitions will be able to leave through R(out), freeing up space in the pipeline. Again, we require transitions on the receiver side to alternate between A(out) and R(out) to make sure the transitions sent on A(out) actually make it through the first C-element they encounter. With these restrictions, the pipeline acts as a FIFO for transitions. Note that the structure repeats (there are 3 stages in the pipelines shown, with adjacent stages flipped horizontally), and could be extended by simply connecting additional stages to the front or back.
We can take the simple transition FIFO described above and use it as the basis for a complete computation pipeline, as shown in Figure 7 (right). Since the register output Cd is simply a delayed version of input C, and output Pd a delayed version of input P, we can see that exactly the same transition FIFO is present, simply with delays added to some of the lines. The registers in the picture are similar to level-sensitive latches from synchronous design, except that they respond to transitions on two inputs instead of a single clock wire. They are initially active, passing data directly from data inputs to data outputs. When a transition occurs on the C (capture) wire, data is no longer allowed to pass, and the current value of the outputs is statically maintained. Then, once a transition occurs on the P (pass) input, data is again allowed to pass from input to output, and the cycle repeats. As mentioned earlier, Cd and Pd are simply copies of the control signals, delayed so that the register completes its response to the control signal transitions before they are sent back out. Referring back to the Figure, if we ignore the logic blocks and the explicit delay element, we have a simple data FIFO. Data is supplied at the inputs to the system, and then a transition occurs on the R(in) wire. Because of the delays associated with the control wires passing through the registers, the data will flow along ahead of the transition. If the transition is forced to wait at any of the C-elements, the data will wait in the last register the transition moved through, safely held in the register's capture mode. Similar to the argument given above, the transitions will be buffered in the FIFO control, and the data will be buffered in the registers.
Computation on data in a micropipeline is accomplished by adding logic computation blocks between the register stages. Since these blocks will slow down the data moving through them, the accompanying transition is delayed as well by the explicit delay elements, which must have at least as much delay in them as the worst-case logic block delay. The major benefit of the micropipeline structure is that since there are registers moderating the flow of data through the pipeline, these registers can also be used to filter out hazards. Thus, any logic structure can be used in the logic blocks, including the straightforward structures used in synchronous designs. This means that a micropipeline can be constructed from a synchronous pipeline by simply replacing the clocked level-sensitive latches with the micropipeline control structure. As an added benefit, by removing the requirement of moving in lockstep with the global clock, a micropipelined version is automatically elastic, in that data can be sent to and received from a micropipeline at arbitrary times.
Although micropipelines are a powerful implementation strategy which elegantly implements elastic pipelines, there are some problems with them as well. Although the hazard considerations of bounded-delay models are removed, it still delivers worst-case performance by adding delay elements to the control path to match worst-case computation times. Also, since delay assumptions are made, the circuits must be tested for delay faults. The final, and probably most significant problem, is that there is little guidance currently on how to use micropipelines for more complex systems. For example, although we have shown how to handle simple straight-line pipelines with no feedback, most real applications will not conform to this model. Many applications like Digital Signal Processing (DSP) contain computations combining successive data values, and general circuits include feedback in the form of state machines. Although the control structure for a micropipeline can be enhanced by using additional elements, this is a fairly complex and error-prone activity. While several micropipelined solutions to specific circuit structures have been developed [17, 18, 19] , including a complete asynchronous microprocessor [20] , a general, higher-level method for designing micropipeline control circuits is essential.
Delay-Insensitive Circuits
Delay-insensitive circuits use a delay model completely opposite to the bounded-delay model: they assume that delays in both elements and wires are unbounded. As one would guess, this has a great impact on the resulting circuit structure. In the bounded-delay models, we assumed that given enough time a subcircuit will have settled in response to an input, and a new input can then safely be sent. With a delay-insensitive model, no matter how long a circuit waits there is no guarantee that the input will be properly received. This forces the recipient of a signal to inform the sender when it has received the information. This function is performed by completion detection circuitry in the receiver. The sender in this protocol is required to wait until it gets the completion signal before sending the next data item.
This delay model also requires a new way of passing data. In synchronous circuits, the value of a wire is assumed to be correct by a given time, and can be acted upon at that time. In delay-insensitive circuits, there is no guarantee that a wire will reach its proper value at any specific time, since some prior element may be delaying the output. However, if a transition is sent on a wire, the receiver of that signal will eventually see that transition, and will know that a new value has been sent. It is this fact that forms the primary communication method in delayinsensitive circuits. For the passing of control information (i.e. one element informing the next that it can proceed) a request transition is sent from the sender to the receiver, and a response transition is sent back by the completion detection logic. This forms a two-phase handshaking. Some methodologies extend this to a four-phase handshaking by having a second set of request and response transitions sent in order to return the connecting wires to their original values. Although the four-phase handshaking appears to require twice as much time because twice as many transitions are sent, in most cases computation time dominates communication time, making four-phase delays competitive. The second half of the four-phase handshaking can often also be done concurrently with computations, further improving their performance. Also, since only a rising edge initiates a communication, the four-phase circuit structures can be simpler than their two-phase counterparts. Passing of data must also be handled carefully. With transition signaling, a bit of data cannot be transferred by a single wire, because the opposite of a transition -no transition -cannot be distinguished from a transition simply delayed. Thus two wires are required from sender to receiver to transfer a data bit, with the wire on which a transition occurs determining the value being transmitted. For example, the two wires could be labeled I0 and I1 (Figure 8 left), with a transition on I0 indicating the data bit is a 0, and a transition on I1 indicating the data bit is 1. Other variations on this theme are possible, but beyond the scope of this discussion. Note that both two-phase and fourphase protocols can be implemented, with a two-phase communication requiring a single transition on one of the two wires, where a four-phase requires two. In both cases, an additional wire is required to send acknowledgments back to the sender. Bundled data, a different method of data transfer, allows fewer wires to be used, but violates the delay-insensitive model. It allows a single wire for each data bit, and one extra control line for each data word (Figure 8 right) . It is assumed that the delay in the extra control wire is guaranteed to be longer than the delay in each of the data wires. Thus, if the data bit wires' values are set to the data values, and a transition sent on the control wire, then when the receiver sees the transition on the control wire it knows the values on the data lines have already arrived.
As we have shown, the seemingly arbitrary assumption that element and wire delays are unbounded leads to significant complications in the signaling protocols. However, these methodologies do fix some of the problems found in the bounded-delay models. This assumption also has the desirable effect of separating circuit correctness from specific delays, so that delay optimization via transistor sizing and similar improvements can be applied without affecting circuit correctness. In most circuit design styles, we assume the basic building blocks are single output gates, such as AND, OR, and possibly XOR gates. However, for delay-insensitive circuits this assumption greatly limits the class of implementable circuits. As we will show, almost all of the standard logic gates cannot be used reliably in these systems. To demonstrate this, assume we have a two-input gate G with inputs A and B, and output X, as in Figure  9 . We know that there must be feedback from the gate output to each input, since otherwise the unbounded gate and wire delays can arbitrarily delay the receipt of the first transition, and the input sender will never know when to send the next data value (the one exception is when only one transition will ever occur on an input, but this is obviously not the case for general logic). We also know that this feedback must contain at least one forking wire, since we allow only single-output gates, so only wires may split signals (note that this requires the assumption that the circuit environment be described by only single-output gates). Therefore, we need the general structure shown in Figure 9 , though some of the logic boxes can simply be wires. Assume a transition occurs on X. G cannot fire again until it gets a response on one of its inputs, since otherwise the second transition can catch up to the first, causing a hazard. Assume without loss of generality that this response comes on input A. At this point, we have no guarantee that the signal to B's logic has made it from the fork into the logic. We could try to combine the necessary acknowledge into the A wire, but this would introduce a new fork with the side leading towards input B requiring acknowledgment. Thus if G is allowed to fire before a response comes to G on the B wire, the new transition could catch up to the old transition on the fork bound for B, again causing a hazard. Thus, any two-input function used in delay-insensitive circuits allowing only one-output gates must wait for a transition on all of its inputs between transitions. Such gates are called Muller C-elements. It is easy to see that AND, OR, NAND, NOR and XOR gates do not fit this model. As the above argument against most 2-input gates can easily be generalized to any n-input gate, where n≥2, delay-insensitive circuits with only single output gates can use only C-elements, single input gates (buffers and inverters), and wires. It should be obvious that this allows only a very limited class of circuits to be built, making such a methodology unsuitable for general circuit design. Martin has developed a more formal argument of the limitations of delay-insensitive circuits with only single-output gates [21] .
Delay-Insensitive Circuits with Single-Output Gates

Module Synthesis Via I-Nets
In order to make delay-insensitive circuit design practical for general computations, we must create a set of basic modules that both obey delay-insensitive properties and give enough functionality to implement a wide class of circuits. These modules will include multi-output elements. From the previous discussion, we can see that a pure delay-insensitive style cannot build such a module set out of single-output gates. Thus, while the modules we generate will be connected in a delay-insensitive manner, the modules themselves will be designed under a different delay model. In the following discussion, this delay model will in fact be that of bounded-delay, as discussed previously.
A methodology for delay-insensitive module design has been proposed by Molnar, Fang and Rosenberger [22] . This methodology is founded upon use of an I-Net, a model based on Petri Nets [23] . Note that a second methodology based on Petri-Nets, namely STGs, is discussed in Section 5.1. Two simple I-Nets are shown in Figure 10 . As can be seen, an I-Net consists of directed arcs between places (the large circles) and transitions (the dark horizontal lines), with tokens (the small filled circles) marking some of the places. An input place for a transition is any place with an arc leading directly to that transition. Similarly, an output place for a transition is any place with an arc leading directly to it from that transition. A marking of an I-Net is an assignment of tokens to places. An I-Net is executed by firing transitions that are enabled, one at a time. A transition is enabled when all of its input places contain at least one token. So, in the I-Nets shown, both transition A and transition B are enabled. When a transition fires, a token is removed from each input place, and a token is added to each output place. Thus for the Join element, once transition A and B have fired there will be tokens only in the lower two places. At this point the J transition is enabled, and once it fires the graph will be back to the pictured state. For the Merge element, only one of A and B can fire, since when one of them fires the token will be removed from the upper place and added to the lower place. At this point M can fire, returning the graph to the pictured state.
Since an I-Net specification is meant to lead to a circuit realization, there must be some mechanism for relating I-Net structures to transitions on wires. This is done by assigning signal names (either module inputs or outputs) to transitions, with the understanding that every firing of a transition corresponds to a transition on the corresponding signal wire. With this interpretation an I-Net becomes not just a description of circuit behavior, but also a restriction on the allowable transitions of the system. Only those transitions implied by the I-Net are allowed on the signal wires of the module to be synthesized. Now that we see how an I-Net can be used to represent circuit behavior, we need a method to create a functioning circuit from the I-Net specification. The way this is done is by first converting the I-Net specification to an interface state graph (ISG, Figure 11 (left)) by exhaustively simulating the I-Net. For every marking encountered we create a state, and for every enabled transition we make an arc from the current marking to the marking after the transition fires, labeling it with the transition label. We then generate an extended interface state graph (EISG) from an ISG by picking some set of values for the variables in the initial state. Then, adjacent states are given the same variable encoding, except that the value corresponding to the transition label connecting the two states is toggled. Conflicts in state encodings may occur, which simply causes the state to be duplicated. This in fact occurs in the example in Figure 11 , where every state in the ISG at left is split into two states in the EISG at right. Finally, a Karnaugh map can be created for each variable by examining each state. If there are no transitions out of this state labeled by the Karnaugh map's variable, the map entry is set to the current value of the variable in the state. Otherwise, the value is toggled. All unassigned entries are then set to DON'T CARE. Full algorithms for all of these steps are presented elsewhere ( [24] pp. 7. 23 -7.27) . Note that although these algorithms can be exponential in the number of places (since they enumerate all markings, and there can be an exponential number of unique markings for an I-Net), most modules are simple enough that the number of markings will be close to linear, and the number of places small. However, this does mean that this synthesis system is inappropriate for large circuits with complex I-Nets.
Another issue is that while the Karnaugh map generation algorithm implicitly assumes that each state in an EISG will have a unique encoding of variable assignments, this is not always the case. This is important, because if two states share the same encoding, there will be no way of telling the two states apart, and transitions allowed in one state could occur after entering the other state. The solution to this is to add extra state variables to distinguish the conflicting states. Although an ad-hoc method for designers to explicitly add extra state variables has been developed ( [24] pp. 7.15 -7.16), the methodology contains no automatic method for handling these situations. Note however that some of the techniques developed for STGs (Section 5.1) may also be applicable to I-Net state variable insertion. Before we discuss specific implementation structures, it is important to realize that not all I-Nets properly represent delay-insensitive circuits. For example, an I-Net could easily have two consecutive transitions on a single wire, which is an output hazard, and thus is not delay-insensitive. What is necessary is a general constraint on allowable I-Net structures. Luckily, the so-called Foam Rubber Wrapper constraint [22] does exactly that. It states that for any delay-insensitive circuit we must be able to attach arbitrary delays on the input and output lines, and the new interface created must have the exact same behavior as the original module, with no hazards. If introducing these delays allows behaviors not present in the original circuit, the circuit is not delay-insensitive. Note that the same requirement can be expressed as local constraints on ISGs [25] . The final step in this module synthesis process is to derive a circuit implementation of the generated Karnaugh maps. This is done via circuit structures similar to those presented in the bounded-delay section of this paper, as shown in Figure 12 . For the clock-free form, instead of following the restrictions of the fundamental-mode presented earlier, some hazards are allowed to occur and are filtered out at the outputs [26] . While the redundant AND terms and delays on feedback paths found in Huffman circuits are retained, dynamic hazards are a problem since the fundamental-mode assumption is not being enforced. Dynamic hazards are multiple transitions when an output is meant to change exactly once. For example, in the function D = AB + BC implemented in sum-of-products form, when we move from state (A,B,C,D) = (1,0,1,0) to (1,1,0,1) we expect output D to transition from 0 to 1. However, during this transition gate BC begins and ends at 0, yet could become 1 briefly. Thus, gate BC could generate a 0→1→0 before AB becomes 1, generating a hazard on the output. Dynamic hazards are handled here by inserting inertial-delay elements ([5] pp. 119-121) at the outputs of the combinational logic. Inertial-delay elements not only delay signals, but also filter out hazards shorter than some specified minimum delay (thus a large capacitance can serve as a crude approximation of an inertial-delay element). While this scheme allows multiple input changes (necessary to implement most delay-insensitive elements, including the Join element described earlier), it does greatly increase the delay in the system. Purely combinational functions can have faster implementations since there are no feedback paths to delay, though the inertial delays on the outputs remain.
The second implementation strategy [22, 27] is similar to the locally-clocked burst-mode circuits discussed earlier. However, instead of generating a clock only when inputs arrive, a locally-clocked module (Q-module ) is constantly clocking its latches. In this way, it behaves just as a standard synchronous system -inputs and outputs are latched on a regular basis, and enough time is allowed between clock pulses to allow the combinational logic to completely settle in response to inputs. With this structure, we now have the same problems due to asynchronous inputs that standard synchronous circuits suffer from. However, we can solve these in two steps. First, all of the flip-flops (called Q-flops) are built with synchronizers, elements that can reliably latch asynchronous inputs. Second, since synchronizers can take an unbounded amount of time, the Q-flops must inform the Q-clock Control when they have completed their operation (via wires omitted from the diagram) so that the clock can be sufficiently delayed. In this way, a completely synchronous state machine can be reliably embedded in an asynchronous environment.
Each of the previous methods has its problems. The clock-free structure adds significant delays to the system. However, since it is fairly simple, and since purely combination modules will require substantially less added delay, this model seems the most suitable to small modules. The locally-clocked module on the other hand has the added logic and delay of a very complex latching structure. However, since the latching delay is independent of module size, and since the combinational logic typically grows faster than the number of inputs for larger modules, the locally-clocked elements become more attractive for larger modules. An attractive alternative to both of these automatic strategies is to simply allow a skilled designer to implement the module by hand, and verify that it is correct. For example, it is clear that a designer could implement the Join and Merge elements by a C-element and an XOR respectively, with much better performance; While the methods presented earlier will generate circuits functionally equivalent to these gates, they will most likely not be able to find these single-gate solutions. Methods for checking correctness of hand-designed circuits against I-Net specifications [22] are beyond the scope of this paper.
Module-based Compilation Systems
Once we have a set of delay-insensitive modules, such as those generated via I-Net descriptions, building delayinsensitive circuits becomes easy. Since all of the timing constraints are encapsulated inside of the modules, a designer need not explicitly consider hazards during circuit construction. Modules will have requirements of their environment that must be met, and which will restrict how the modules are used. For example, a Join element cannot be used in the same place as a Merge, since they require different numbers of input transitions before generating an output transition. However, such restrictions are much simpler than those of most other methodologies, and the proper module will usually be obvious from the functionality required.
Although we have seen that module-based systems can ease manual design, their main power is seen when they are coupled with a high-level language and automatic translation software. As described by Brunvand and Sproull [28] , what is necessary is to choose a language applicable to describing asynchronous circuits (in this case it is a subset of Occam, a language based on Communicating Sequential Processes), and then provide delay-insensitive modules for each of the language constructs. For example a while loop in the language would require a WHILE element, which has connection terminals for a conditional test, a loop body, and an interface to the surrounding environment. It is then a straightforward process to convert parse trees for the input language into circuit structures built out of delay-insensitive modules. Techniques similar to peephole optimization in software compilers can then be applied to the circuit to improve area and delay. For example, a WHILE element with its condition always true can be replaced with an infinite loop element. Finally, the circuit can be implemented by interconnecting the modules as specified by the program translation.
This approach is very similar to standard cell synthesis, and has similar advantages and disadvantages. Since modules are standardized, they can be pre-certified. Then, circuits that use them can safely assume they are correct, and worry only about testing their interconnections. Also, since modules can be developed initially by skilled designers, and tend to be fairly simple, the methods used to synthesize the modules need not be efficient. Thus, the exponential algorithm for converting I-Nets to ISGs is acceptable for module synthesis. Unfortunately, since we are required to use preset modules, we usually cannot perform optimizations on the module structures themselves. Thus, some possible optimizations will be ruled out because we do not have the required simpler modules. Also, for each implementation technology we wish to use, we may need to generate a new set of modules. While the specific design rules of a different process may not change things enough to require new modules, technologies such as Mask-and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays, and even specific architectures within these technologies, may each require their own module sets. Thus, the initial effort of creating module sets may be greatly magnified by the number of technologies being used, or may restrict the choice of technologies. One final problem is that while strict delay-insensitive designs will encapsulate timing issues within modules, some methodologies [28] use bundled data protocols. Bundled data involves timing constraints between modules, complicating circuit implementation.
Trace-Based Circuits
A method for delay-insensitive circuit design has been proposed by Ebergen [29, 30] which uses a unified model for both module specification and circuit design. It is based on trace theory, a model similar to regular expressions. A trace is an alphabet and a set of strings which describe the desired circuit functionality. Each symbol in the alphabet corresponds to a signal in the circuit, and the appearance of the symbol in a string represents a transition on that signal. Usually the alphabet is broken into input, output, internal, and environment alphabets, which gives the symbol the implied signal meaning. Note that normally a circuit will be described only by its interface, and thus internal and environment alphabets will only be used during the circuit realization process.
Instead of manually enumerating all of the strings corresponding to the desired circuit functionality, a shorthand known as commands is employed. Similar to regular expressions, they are used in combinations to specify sets of strings. The set of commands are shown in Table 1 . Most of them have obvious counterparts in standard regular expressions, while the last two are somewhat different. Projection is an important tool for hierarchical construction of circuits. When a circuit is built out of subcomponents, there will most likely be symbols used internally to interconnect components which have no connections to the environment. By projecting the hierarchy onto the combined input and output alphabets of the overall circuit, these internal symbols are removed. The weave operator is used to express concurrent actions and synchronization. Those symbols common to both commands being weaved serve as synchronization between the commands. For a concrete example, one trace for a Join element (shown in Figure 10 ) with inputs a and b and output j is pref *[ (a?; j!) || (b?; j!) ]. Although the concatenation operations simply enforce individually that an input precede an output, the fact that the j output is shared between commands in the weave, and thus synchronizes the two commands, ensures that both inputs must occur before the output can occur. The repetition and the prefix-closure allow the element to fire an arbitrary number of times, followed possibly by a single partial firing. Table 1 . Trace theory commands.
As stated earlier, one of the interesting features of this methodology is that both circuits to be synthesized and the basic modules used to implement them are represented in the same model. Most of the basic elements of this methodology are shown in Table 2 , with their corresponding commands. Note that since elements are included which have more than one output (most notably the toggle element), the argument on the limitations of delayinsensitive circuits with only single-output gates does not apply. Most should be familiar, and their functionality is fairly obvious. Wires and IWires are simply connections between element terminals, with an IWire beginning with a transition on the wire. The sequencer element is a mutual exclusion element, which passes a single input transition from a? or b? out p! or q! respectively for each n? transition. Thus, a single output is generated for each n? input, and there must always be at least as many a? transitions as p! transitions, and at least as many b? transitions as q! transitions. The NCEL is a C-element where an input can be rescinded by a second transition. The astute reader will note that the NCEL is the only element that is not delay-insensitive. This issue is discussed later, and for now we will assume that all the basic elements are delay-insensitive. The RCEL is a delay-insensitive replacement for the NCEL. It has the same functionality as the NCEL, but also acknowledges all inputs to a? and b? by outputs d! and e! respectively.
To synthesize a circuit via trace theory, we first specify the desired behavior via a trace describing its inputoutput behavior. Note that it is possible to write a trace that is not delay-insensitive. For example, pref (a!; a!) has an output hazard. To prevent this, Ebergen has proposed both a test for delay-insensitivity similar to the Foam Rubber Wrapper property (if arbitrarily delaying a circuit's inputs and outputs does not cause a hazard or change the allowed sequences, it is delay-insensitive) and a command grammar that generates only delay-insensitive traces. Note that although it is not clear if the grammar can represent all possible delay-insensitive behaviors (the RCEL has not been successfully represented ( [29] pg. 74)), it does seem to handle most circuits. Once the desired circuit is specified by a delay-insensitive trace, it can then be realized from the components shown in Table 2 via a syntaxdirected translation scheme. This scheme takes the form of replacing a complex trace with a set of one or more traces that generate the same behavior, but with less individual complexity. Successive applications of these simplifications eventually yields a set of traces directly implementable by the basic elements. For example, the adder specified in Figure 13 (upper left) has parallel inputs and outputs. The first step in decomposition is to split this trace into a weave of two traces (lower left), one without parallel outputs, and one without parallel inputs. Eventually the circuit at right is derived. Specifics of the grammar and the translation system are beyond the scope of this paper, and are described elsewhere [29] . Table 2 . Most of the basic elements of trace theory.
While this scheme provides a clean theoretical basis for the design of pure delay-insensitive circuits, there are some weak points to the system. The first has been alluded to earlier -one of the elements commonly used in the synthesis procedure (the NCEL) is not delay-insensitive, since two transitions on a single input wire may occur without an intervening output, and circuits that use it are thus not delay-insensitive. One solution proposed by Ebergen is to replace this with an RCEL, which is similar to an NCEL except that it has extra outputs to acknowledge all input transitions. While this can implement correct delay-insensitive circuits, it also causes excessive complexity and would most likely not be used in practice. The other answer is to add isochronic forks to the delay model, which are forks where the difference in delay between different destinations is negligible. For example, the complex circuit in Figure 14 (left) can be replaced by two NCELs and a fork. The simpler circuit requires the fork be isochronic, because otherwise the transition on the a? wire going to the NCEL not firing in the given sequence will not be acknowledged, thus leading to a hazard. By using isochronic forks we can safely use the NCELs, but we have obviously removed ourselves from the pure delay-insensitive delay model. We will discuss isochronic forks at greater length in Section 5. The second issue is that although the command syntax is powerful enough to specify most interesting circuits, it can be a difficult language for humans to understand. The difficulty of interpreting commands is due mostly to the weave operator, which while important for expressing concurrency, can make even simple elements such as the sequencer above unobvious. When one considers designing a circuit as large as a microprocessor in the model, the implications of the numerous weaves required, as well as the necessity to specify every action at the individual transition level, are daunting. However, it does seem likely that some more human-readable language could be implemented on top of this methodology, making this design style attractive. 
Delay-Insensitive Versus Bounded-Delay Circuits
From our previous discussion, a rather peculiar conclusion could be reached: by taking information away from a synthesis methodology -which is essentially what happens when we switch from bounded-delay to delay-insensitive circuits -we derive some benefit. As opposed to most bounded-delay circuits, delay-insensitive circuits handle datapath circuits such as adders naturally, tend to give average-case instead of worst-case performance, and do not suffer from additive skew (Section 2.4). However, these benefits are not due to the fact that delay-insensitive circuits can be built differently than bounded-delay circuits, since a bounded-delay methodology could choose simply to ignore the delay bounds provided to it.
An explanation for why delay-insensitive methodologies have some benefits over bounded-delay methodologies is that the former delay model forces the designs to use conventions important to good asynchronous circuit structure. Specifically, these conventions are completion signals and transition signaling. Completion signals serve to eliminate additive skew by adding flow control to the circuits. If an element finishes early, it can accept a new input early, while if it requires extra processing time it simply stalls the previous stage. Thus, it also tends to give average-case behavior. Transition signaling, including that used for the control signal in bundled data, gives a clear indication of when to begin processing data. Outputs are not altered until the required input transitions all occur, at which point the environment will produce no new input transitions until the element responds with a completion signal. Thus hazard avoidance is much simpler, since when output transitions are required, conflicting input transitions are disallowed. For an adder, this means the element will not start processing a half-completed input set, and then generate a hazard when the other inputs change. A delay-insensitive adder requires transitions on both input operands, even when an operand bit remains constant. Thus, instead of an XOR structure for the bit evaluation, with the attendant risk of hazards, a C-element structure which waits for both inputs to fire is used, with much better hazard properties. As implied earlier, completion detection and transition signaling are not prohibited by boundeddelay circuits. In fact, the micropipeline approach discussed previously does essentially that. This methodology combines completion signals, transition signaling, and bundled data with bounded-delay computation elements capable of building most datapath structures while avoiding additive skew. Standard bounded-delay methodologies can also use these constructs, and the ability to choose when to use each feature and when not to yields a flexibility that may generate better results than delay-insensitive circuits, which require completion detection at all levels.
Speed-Independent and Quasi-Delay-Insensitive Circuits
In this section we will consider the last two delay models for asynchronous circuit design. Speed-independent circuits, associated with D. E. Muller for his pioneering work on this model, make the assumption that while gate delays are unbounded, all wire delays are negligible (less than the minimum gate delay). Quasi-delay-insensitive circuits adopt the delay-insensitive assumptions that both gate and wire delays are unbounded, but augment this with isochronic forks [31] . As mentioned earlier, isochronic forks are forking wires where the difference in delays between destinations is negligible. The reason that both of these models will be discussed together in this section is that for all practical purposes they are identical. We can see this in Figure 15 , where a general 2-output isochronic fork is restated in an equivalent speed-independent form.
Although the isochronic fork extension to delay-insensitive circuits may not seem to be significant, it does considerably change the properties of the model. In Section 4.1, we showed how limited delay-insensitive circuits with only single-output gates are, based mainly on the fact that all ends of a fork must be sensed in order to avoid hazards. However, by making forks isochronic we need sense only one end of a fork, since by the time the sensing gate has fired the signal must have reached all ends of the fork according to the delay assumptions. For example, the circuits in Figure 16 are quasi-delay-insensitive, but not delay-insensitive. For the circuit on the left, when a rising transition occurs at the inverter output, the AND gate waits for signals on both inputs before it generates an output transition. When a falling transition is output by the inverter, the AND gate will begin processing when a transition occurs on either input, but the other input transition is guaranteed to arrive before the AND gate generates a transition. Thus, this circuit is quasi-delay-insensitive, as are similar circuits with the AND gate replaced by an OR gate. Note that replacing the AND gate with an XOR or XNOR is not quasi-delay-insensitive, since the output when only one input changes is different than when neither or both change, thus generating a hazard on the gate output. The circuit at right has an AND gate that will never fire, since one of the inputs will always be 0, thus demonstrating that quasi-delay-insensitive circuits may allow gates to safely ignore input transitions in some circumstances. If we actually expected the AND gate to fire, its output would need to be sensed to avoid hazards, but in the circuit shown the isochronic fork assumption keeps hazards from occurring on the AND gate inputs. While quasi-delay-insensitive and speed-independent models allow more implementation alternatives than pure delay-insensitive circuits, they require delay assumptions that can be difficult to realize in practice. While the speedindependent wire delay assumption may be valid in some technologies, this is obviously unrealistic in many others. For example, in field-programmable gate arrays wire delays can often dominate logic delays. Also, today's chips have delays to get signals to and from the environment, including to other chips used in implementing a single large circuit, that are much greater than logic delays. Although the isochronic fork assumption is easier to handle than speed-independent wires, implementing isochronic forks can still be difficult. Differing wiring lengths, differences in gate construction, and variation in switching thresholds can all cause violations of the isochronic constraint. While in custom designs delay elements can be added to balance the delay to different fork ends, automatic routing software and technologies such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays may not be able to handle these constraints. Also, eventually some part of a fork may have to cross a chip boundary in large designs, and matching the delays between on-chip and off-chip destinations is almost impossible. However, some approaches, including the communicating processes compilation method described later, restrict isochronic forks to small localized areas, avoiding the chip boundary problem. Finally, the isochronic constraint may require delay fault testing similar to bounded-delay circuits.
Signal Transition Graphs
One of the most well-known design methodologies currently under study is signal transition graphs (STGs), introduced by Chu, Leung and Wanuga [32, 33] (signal graphs, a model nearly identical to STGs, were introduced independently [34] ). Like I-Nets, STGs specify asynchronous circuits with Petri-Nets [23] whose transitions are labeled with signal names. The assumption is that when a labeled transition fires, the corresponding signal in the circuit has a transition. However, in contrast to I-Nets, many STG systems attempt to achieve greater automation of the synthesis process and avoid exponential worst-case synthesis complexity by restricting the types of Petri-Net constructs allowed.
The simplest major class of STGs is the STG/MG, which corresponds to the Petri-Net class of Marked Graphs. These are Petri-Nets where every place has at most one input transition and one output transition. Since in such a graph a place can only have tokens removed from it via the single transition leading from it, a transition once enabled can only be disabled by actually firing, and therefore conflict and choice cannot be modeled (i.e. the situation where either A or B can occur, but not both, cannot be handled). Note that graphically, an STG replaces a labeled transition with its label, and places with a single input and output are omitted. Any tokens in these omitted places are simply placed on the corresponding arc. Thus, the STG/MG in Figure 17 (left) is identical to the Petri-Net in the center. In STGs, the transition labels contain not just the signal name, but also the specific transition type, either rising ("+") or falling ("-"). Thus, when a transition labeled "a+" fires, the signal "a" goes from 0 to 1, while when a transition labeled "a-" fires, the signal "a" goes from 1 to 0. Transitions on input signals are also distinguished by underlines. In order to allow the modeling of choice, STGs are sometimes extended to STG/IC or STG/NC models. In STG/IC's ("input-choice" STGs, also known as STG/FC or "free-choice"), places are allowed to have multiple input and output transitions. However, if two transitions share the same input place, they may not have any other input places, and they must be labeled with input transitions. As shown in Figure 18 (left), the places with multiple inputs and/or outputs are shown in the graph as double circles. Note that we could not change the graph shown to make either "w" or "z" outputs, nor could we add another input arc to either "w+" or "z+" or both, since each would violate the input-choice restrictions. Transition "x-" has no such restrictions, since it is the only output transition of the lower place. STG/NCs ("non-input choice" STGs) allow all of the constructs of STG/IC's, as well as noninput choice. As shown in Figure 18 , a non-input choice point is similar to a free-choice point, where non-input transitions sharing a common input place must have no other input places. However, the model is extended to have labels on these arcs. The labels for a given non-input choice point are either a signal name or its complement, and the transition this arc leads to cannot fire if the arc label is false. Thus, in the picture shown, the transition "w+" could only fire if signal "y" were true, while "z+" could fire if "y" were false. STG/NCs are required to ensure that when a place that is the source of a non-input choice has a token, exactly one of the arc labels will be true, and none of the arc label signals can change. Thus, it is always clear which of the arc labeled transitions should fire at a given point. Also, input signal transitions are not allowed as part of a non-input choice, except as arc labels. [36] , (c) persistency [35] , (d) consistent state assignment, and (e) unique state assignment and single-cycle transitions. All but (d) can be correctly implemented.
In order to generate circuits from STGs, the STGs are often required to meet one or more of the following restrictions: liveness, safety, persistency, consistent state assignment, unique state assignment, and single-cycle transitions. Note that while all of these except consistent state assignment are not necessary to generate a correct implementation, they are interesting if they are sufficient to allow efficient algorithms for circuit generation. As we will see, efficient algorithms for ensuring most of these requirements have been developed. An STG is live if from every reachable marking, every transition can eventually be fired. Thus, STG (a) in Figure 19 is not live because once transition "r+" has fired it may never fire again. An STG is safe if no place or arc can ever contain more than one token. STG (b) is not safe, since after the firing sequence s+→ r-→ s-→ r+, the arc from r+ to y+ has two tokens. An STG is persistent if for all arcs a*→b* in the STG (where t* means transition t+ or t-), there must be other arcs that ensure that b* fires before the opposite transition of a*. Thus, STG (c) is not persistent since there is an arc x+→y+, yet x-can fire before y+ fires. Note that input signals to an STG are generally not required to be persistent (i.e. if a*→b*, we do not care if a*'s opposite fires before b*), since it is assumed that whatever generates b* guarantees its persistency. An STG has a consistent state assignment if the transitions of a signal strictly alternate between +'s and -'s (i.e. you cannot raise an already raised signal, nor lower an already lowered signal). Consistent state assignment is actually a necessary requirement, and STG (d), which does not have a consistent state assignment since two x+'s will occur without an intervening x-, cannot be implemented. An STG has a unique state assignment if no two different markings of the STG have identical values for all signals. Note that the value of a signal can be determined by looking for the next reachable transition of that signal. If that transition is a "+", the signal's value is zero, if a "-" the value is one. STG (e) does not have a unique state assignment since all signals are low both in the initial marking and in the marking with a token on arc y-→x+. Finally, an STG has single-cycle transitions if each signal name in the STG appears in exactly one rising and one falling transition. STG (e) is not single-cycle, since both "x+" and "x-" appear twice. and s (right) [33] .
As implied earlier, the substantial restrictions put on the allowable Petri-Net constructs, both from the requirements in the previous section as well as the classes STG/MG, STG/IC, and STG/NC, are only justified if they enable better algorithms. I-Nets is an example of a system able to automatically generate circuits from very general Petri-Net specifications, as long as we are willing to pay the potentially exponential cost of state graph expansion. While STGs can use the same techniques to implement circuits (i.e. generating the underlying state graph from the Petri-Net specification, then implementing the implied Karnaugh map), techniques have been developed to implement STGs without the exponential blowup. One of the most intuitive approaches is contraction [33] . In this approach a circuit for a signal of an STG/IC (which must meet all the requirements given previously, namely live, safe, persistent, consistent state assignment, unique state coding, and single-cycle transitions) is generated by creating an STG with all transitions removed that do not directly impact the signal being synthesized. For example, in Figure 20 , to synthesize the logic for signal y, the signal r can be ignored. Its transitions are removed, though sequencing constraints that used to flow through r's transitions are maintained by the gray arcs. Note that while in this case we would generate two state machines with 8 states each, and generating the original state machine would require 16 states, in more complex examples we can expect significant savings. This may in fact avoid the worst-case exponential blowup incurred in general state machine expansion. It is now assumed that the logic necessary to compute each circuit output can be computed by a single, complex, hazard-free gate with no delay except at the gate's output. Unfortunately, this logic can be very complex, and the assumption of completely hazard-free computation in a single gate can be difficult to meet in practice. Chu [33] also includes an algorithm for converting an STG/NC into an STG/IC, which both requires and preserves all of the requirements listed previously, except that single-cycle transitions are no longer guaranteed. However, in cases where transitions remain singlecycle, the previously described implementation strategy can be used to implement STG/NC circuits efficiently. Now that we have an efficient method (in terms of synthesis time) for implementing STGs, what is needed is a way to use STG-generated control circuits to perform general computation, as well as algorithms to automatically ensure that the restrictions imposed on STGs are met. Both of these issues are discussed by Meng, Brodersen, and Messerschmitt [35] . As shown in Figure 21 , datapath logic blocks built out of differential cascode voltage switch logic (DCVSL) are connected together by interconnect circuits, which ensure that proper four-phase handshaking conventions are maintained between stages. The DCVSL logic is a precharge logic that generates proper completion signals in response to four-phase requests. When the Request line is low, both outputs are precharged to 1, and the Complete signal is lowered. When the Request line is raised, the NMOS tree implementing the desired function pulls one of the output lines down to 0, and the Complete signal is raised. The Complete signal always responds after the outputs reach their correct values, and the NMOS tree generates a hazard-free, correct result as long as the input signals are stable before the Request signal arrives. Thus, DCVSL blocks can be cascaded together easily to form proper speed-independent circuits, though no provisions for state-holding functions such as registers are included. As long as these stages are connected together in a way that respects the 4-phase handshaking, they can correctly implement speed-independent computations. The job of controlling the 4-phase handshaking is performed by interconnect circuits synthesized from STGs. Although this method [35] assumes that these handshake circuits will be implemented by state graph expansion of the complete STG, other strategies, including Chu's contraction algorithm, could also be used. Black arcs are part of the original specification, gray arcs are added to ensure persistency.
Meng, Brodersen and Messerschmitt [35] also include an automatic algorithm for transforming a live, safe STG/MG to ensure persistency which claims to produce the maximum concurrency. Recall that persistency requires that if an arc a*→b* exists, then other arcs must ensure that b* fires before the opposite transition of a* occurs.
Meng's algorithm recursively checks each arc in the STG for persistency, and if an arc a*→b* fails this check, and edge from b* to the opposite transition of a* is added. This new arc may not be persistent, so the algorithm must check it as well. Since these arcs are the least restrictive choice of arc to add, and thus the algorithm is "greedy", it is stated that this will produce optimum concurrency (where "optimum" is defined as generating a state graph with the most states). Unfortunately, as the (admittedly contrived) example in Figure 22 demonstrates, the algorithm is not optimal. While Meng's algorithm generates the STG at left, with an underlying state graph with 35 states, the STG at right is persistent and generates a state graph with 36 states.
Several other researchers have developed efficient algorithms for STG transformation and synthesis. As described above, Chu's algorithm requires that the STG to be synthesized not only be persistent, but also obey several other restrictions, including unique state encoding. Vanbekbergen, Catthoor, Goossens and De Man [37] present algorithms to transform a live, single-cycle STG/MG to ensure both persistency and unique state encoding. Lin and Lin [38] describe how a live, safe, single-cycle STG/MG can be made persistent and unique state coded, and then how to generate an implementation via an efficient algorithm that requires no state graph expansion at all. They then extend this theory to test realizable state coding (also known as complete state coding) in live, safe STG/ICs [39] . Instead of requiring that no two states have identical values for all signals, as is the case in unique state assignment, realizable state coding allows two states to have the same signal values as long as the same noninput transitions can occur in both states (however input transitions can differ, since the environment is assumed to have additional information to avoid the ambiguity).
Even though the works just described can synthesize STG/MGs with very few extra restrictions, most of them ignore the more general class of STG/ICs. Since marked graphs do not allow input choice, a system restricted to STG/MGs would be unable to handle most interesting circuits. While Chu's algorithm handles STG/ICs and some STG/NCs, its utility for automatic synthesis is limited by the large number of restrictions. Since most of the algorithms for ensuring these restrictions operate on only STG/MGs, the burden of meeting the restrictions falls on the user. Again, this is too limiting for general use. It is not unreasonable to expect that the algorithms targeted to STG/MGs could be modified to operate on STG/ICs, making automatic synthesis of asynchronous circuits from STGs attractive. However, even with such algorithms, some restrictions such as single-cycle transitions and liveness are too limiting. Most importantly, liveness requires every transition be able to fire an infinite number of times. However, in many situations circuits are expected to have some non-repeated initialization behavior, which cannot be modeled in live STGs. Also, with the graph nature of STGs, the specification of large systems is too complex an undertaking. What is needed is either some form of hierarchy, or a higher-level specification method with STGs for the simple components.
Note that if we are willing to pay the possibly exponential cost of state graph expansion there are a number of interesting algorithms for STG synthesis. Beerel and Meng [40] generate speed-independent circuits from state graphs using simple gates such as ANDs, ORs, and C-Elements. This overcomes Chu's complex gate assumption [33] , in which a gate is assumed to be able to compute an arbitrarily complex function without internal hazards. Although the gates generated by Beerel and Meng [40] may have high-fanin gates, subsequent work [41] has begun to overcome this limitation as well. Instead of speed-independence, Lavagno, Keutzer and. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [42] present an approach to implementing live, safe STG/ICs with unique state assignments in a bounded-delay model (Note that the STGs do not have to be persistent and can have non-single-cycle transitions). These circuits are built similar to the Huffman circuits described earlier, with sum-of-products functions built out of simple AND and OR gates, which can be simplified with some algebraic transformations. These functions lead to S-R flip-flops, which are assumed to be somewhat immune to dynamic hazards on their inputs. Delays are inserted into the system to avoid some hazards, and while the necessary inserted delays can depend on the computation delays of multiple signals, a linear-programming algorithm for optimally inserting delays exists [43] . While this approach shares the problem of delay-fault testing with the bounded-delay circuits presented earlier, algorithms have been developed for handling this issue [44] . Finally, both Lavagno, Moon, Brayton and. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [45] and Vanbekbergen, Lin, Goossens and De Man [46] handle state-variable insertion, with the former operating on live, safe STG/ICs, while the latter allows any state graph that is at least finite, connected, and has a consistent state assignment.
Change Diagrams
Change diagrams (CDs) [47] are a model similar to STGs, but which avoids some of the restrictions found in STGs. Like STGs, a CD has nodes labeled by transitions, and arcs between transitions that define the allowed sequences of transition firings. As shown in Figure 23 , CDs have three different types of arcs: strong precedence (normal), weak precedence (gray), and disengageable strong precedence (normal with cross). Similar to an I-Net, a CD has an initial marking of tokens, though tokens are placed on transitions in CDs instead of places. Note that any transition with no edges pointing to it (such as node r+) is assumed to be initially enabled. Strong precedence arcs can be thought of as AND arcs, since a transition cannot fire until all strong precedence arcs pointing to it are marked with a token. These arcs are similar to the arcs in STGs. Weak precedence arcs are OR arcs, in that a transition can fire whenever any transition with a weak precedence arc to it is marked with a token (note that a transition can have only strong or weak arcs leading to it, not both). When either strong or weak precedence arcs cause a transition to fire, all arcs pointing to that transition have a token removed from them, and a token is placed on all arcs leaving the fired transition. Since a transition with weak precedence arcs leading to it can fire before all arcs have tokens, tokenless arcs have open circles added to them to indicate a "debt" of one token. When a token arrives at an arc with a debt, the token and the debt cancel out. Thus, if a token arrives onto each input weak precedence arc to a node (assuming none of these arcs are initially marked with tokens or open circles), it will fire only once, and can do so as soon as the first token arrives. This is demonstrated in Figure 23 , where the transition sequences r+ → a+ → c+ → b+, r+ → a+ → b+ → c+, r+ → b+ → a+ → c+ and r+ → b+ → c+ → a+ are allowed, but r+ → a+ → c+ → b+ → c+ is not. Finally, disengageable strong precedence arcs are identical to strong precedence arcs, except that after the transition it leads to fires, the arc no longer constrains the system (it is considered to be removed from the CD). Thus, these arcs can be used to connect an initial, non-repeating set of transitions to an infinitely-repeating cycle. In the example of Figure 23 , the first transition to fire must be r+, which then enables the concurrent firings of a+ and b+. After either a+ or b+ fire, the arc from r+ to that transition is removed, and will not constrain further firings of that transition.
Disengageable arcs are one definite improvement over the STG model, since they allow the modeling of initial, nonrepeating transitions, something that STGs cannot do. Just as important is the fact that many of the restrictive requirements on STGs are not present in change diagrams. STG liveness, which requires all transitions to potentially fire infinitely often, is replaced with the requirement that all transitions must be able to fire at least once. STG persistency, which requires that the inverse of a transition not fire until all transitions enabled by it have fired, is replaced by the requirement that an enabled transition can only be disabled by its firing. Most of these requirements, as well as the requirement that weak and strong precedence arcs not constrain the same transition, are either all necessary to generate proper speed-independent circuits, or do not restrict the expressiveness of the language (an example of the latter is the fact that any CD that fails the liveness constraint can be represented by an equivalent, correct CD by simply removing the failing transitions). Just as important is the fact that all CD correctness constraints can be checked in time polynomial in the diagram size. These correctness constraints include those previously mentioned, as well as connectedness (all transitions connected by some series of arcs) and switchover correctness (transitions on a signal must alternate between "+" and "-" in all possible executions). The method used is to unroll a cyclic CD into an acyclic, infinite CD. It can be shown that only the first n periods of the CD need be unrolled, where n is the number of nodes in the original graph. Efficient methods for implementing CD specifications have been developed which avoid state graph expansion, but have not yet been published [48] . Note that while the special arcs change diagrams use allow this methodology to represent circuits STGs cannot, each of these features can be directly converted into I-Nets. Strong precedence arcs are identical to I-Net transitions, so can be left alone. Disengageable strong precedence arcs only restrict transition firing once. Thus, they are handled in an I-Net by having transitions that consume tokens generated by a disengageable arc replace the token when the transition fires (Figure 24 (left) ). To convert weak precedence arcs we require knowledge of the k-bound of the change diagram. A correct change diagram must be k-bounded, which means no arc can ever be marked by more than k tokens or debts. For the change diagram in Figure 24 (right), we split the c+ transition into two transitions, one for each weak precedence arc leading to it. Since this change diagram is 2-bounded, we allow for up to two debts on each arc by marking each I-Net place corresponding to a weak precedence arc with two tokens initially. Such an I-Net place with two tokens corresponds to a CD arc with no tokens or debts, with more I-Net tokens representing CD tokens, and less I-Net tokens representing CD debts. To preserve the change diagram firing semantics, the I-Net transitions require one of the places to have at least three tokens (hence the three arcs from each place to one of the transitions), and when fired the transition removes a net of one token from each place. This implementation handles change diagrams with larger k-bounds, as well as transitions with more than two input weak precedence arcs.
Unfortunately, although change diagrams have features that STGs do not, even this model is not sufficient for all interesting, speed-independent circuits. For example, a general XOR cannot be specified. The problem is that while the weak precedence arcs can model the fact that either input to an XOR can cause its output to transition, it also requires that the other input fire twice before it can force the XOR to fire again. The first transition simply serves to remove the "debt", while the second actually causes a new transition. There is also no provision for specifying choice in external inputs. The STG method of modeling choice, namely two different transitions removing tokens from a shared place, represent a violation of the change diagram model. 
Communicating Processes Compilation
The final model we will discuss is Martin's communicating processes compilation technique [31] . This methodology translates programs written in a language similar to Communicating Sequential Processes into asynchronous circuits. Similar to most of the previous techniques, the source language describes circuits by specifying the required sequences of communications in the circuit. The important language constructs are listed in Table 3 . Although the language constructs are somewhat more primitive than most typical software languages, they provide a higher-level abstraction than many of the other systems, including trace theory. Just as importantly, they provide enough flexibility to handle most types of circuits. Note that van Berkel [49] describes another approach with many similarities to Martin's work.
As illustrated in Figure 25 , the first step in deriving a circuit from a program specification is to reduce complex control structures into combinations of simple processes. This step is similar to the methods used in trace theory to simplify programs. However, even though process decomposition can simplify complex control structures, commands such as Synchronization, Communication, and Probe remain. To convert them into sets of transitions, they are expanded into four-phase handshaking protocols. Reshuffling of transitions and insertion of state variables is then performed to distinguish ambiguous states. Finally, production rules are generated, which lead to a physical circuit realization. Although the exact algorithms for these steps [31] are beyond the scope of this discussion, it is important to realize that many of these steps require subtle choices that may have significant impact on circuit area and delay. Although heuristics are provided for many of the choices, much of the effort is directed towards aiding a skilled designer instead of creating autonomous tools. This has the benefit in that better decisions can usually be made by humans, but it does require more informed designers than most of the other methods. Another important point is that the circuits that result from this synthesis process require complex, custom gates, and these gates cannot (currently) be broken down into simpler components. (1) is synthesized via process decomposition (2), handshaking expansion (3), reshuffling and state assignment (4), and production rule expansion (5) to generate the final circuit (6).
Summary
In this paper we have discussed ten different synthesis systems: Huffman circuits, Hollaar's approach, burstmode, micropipelines, I-nets, template-based compilation, trace theory, STGs, change diagrams, and quasi-delayinsensitive circuit compilation. Making a strong comparison between each, especially in the critical issues of performance, area, and power usage, is difficult, and unfortunately there haven't been many actual comparisons made. Even worse, there hasn't been any truly compelling evidence of real benefits of asynchronous circuits over synchronous approaches, though several impressive examples have been built (for example [12, 20, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] ). Thus, while we can make some comparisons between approaches (which we will do in this section), the fundamental issue of which approach is best in performance or area or power among the asynchronous styles, as well as if any asynchronous approach is worth the extra effort of abandoning the prevalent synchronous model, is still open.
The bounded-delay models seem to be the obvious choice for designing asynchronous circuits, and several approaches have been tried. However, as we have seen the approaches tend to limit concurrency, especially those that use the fundamental-mode assumption, and need to insert extra delays to deal with hazards. The restrictions on concurrency mean that these approaches in general cannot build datapaths. While this might be overcome by using other approaches for the datapath elements, it is unclear how to combine different asynchronous methodologies together. While these downsides may seem significant, these approaches have the benefit of using many algebraic transformations, allowing both optimization opportunities and a resynthesis ability for the mapping to semi-custom devices such as field-programmable and mask-programmable gate arrays. Also, while at least the burst-mode approach can synthesize circuits that support request-acknowledge handshaking protocols, and thus build complex, multi-level circuits, the ability to choose at what level to apply these protocols may also generate better circuits. Note however that Huffman and Hollaar circuits probably cannot build reasonable circuits with request-acknowledge protocols because of their limited concurrency, leading to significant performance problems from additive skew in complex, multi-level designs. Finally, the use of the same delay model as synchronous circuits, as well as the fast response to inputs in burst-mode circuits, makes these approaches attractive for interfacing to synchronous circuits.
Micropipelines, while using a significant amount of delay information in its circuits, has little in common with the bounded-delay methodologies. It handles datapaths well, and has the two-phase handshaking as a fundamental part of the implementation strategy. While it does have to insert delays to handle hazards, the datapaths are very unconstrained, and can be built similar to standard synchronous datapaths. This yields significant optimization opportunities, and a greater simplicity than any of the other approaches. It may also be a good candidate for use in a mixed synchronous/asynchronous design. The main problem however is in the construction of the control circuits to manage the dataflow, where little guidance or support is given. While straight-line pipelines are easy to construct, pipelines with feedback or even more general dataflow can require complex control circuits, circuits micropipelines gives little help in synthesizing. However, since the control circuits are only required to support two-phase transition signaling, and to take at least as much time as the datapath computations they are controlling, many of the other approaches described here might be able to synthesize the required control circuits.
STGs are one of the most popular design styles currently (at least from the research standpoint), probably due to their intuitive and clear graphical descriptions, as well as their strong theoretical background. Unfortunately, much of the work has focused on the synthesis of STG/MGs, which while yielding efficient synthesis algorithms, lack the critical ability of supporting general external inputs, and often require the somewhat unrealistic assumption of complex, hazard-free gate implementations of arbitrary functions. Other algorithms, which work on the state graph level, have the promise of supporting very general specifications. Not only can they handle STG/ICs, which allow general external inputs, but some may be able to handle even the very generic specifications generated in I-Nets. Also, these approaches generally discard the complex gate assumption, and instead use simple AND, and OR gates, as well as flip-flops or C-elements. With the addition of DCVSL logic for datapaths, these approaches may be able to handle fairly general circuit implementation. Unfortunately, these approaches cannot handle issues of arbitration/mutual exclusion, DCVSL cannot implement stateholding functions in the datapaths, and most of the more general algorithms may suffer from the exponential blowup of going to the state graph form.
Change diagrams share much in common with STGs, including the graphical description and the theoretical background. They also provide interesting additions to the specification, especially the disengageable strong precedence arcs, which allow for initialization behavior in synthesized circuits. Unfortunately, with the absence of some ability to handle external inputs, this methodology is extremely limited.
The remaining approaches (Ebergen's trace theory, Martin's Concurrent Processes compilation, and Brunvandstyle compilation to Molnar's I-Net modules) are the most complete among the systems discussed so far, able to handle control and datapath circuits, as well as mutual exclusion circuits, and are fairly similar to each other. To examine more clearly the differences between the three approaches, we need to compare the source specifications, resulting circuit granularities, and timing assumptions.
In terms of source languages, it is clear that of the three, trace theory is by far the most primitive and difficult for humans to construct. While all seem to have equal expressiveness, trace theory forces one to think at the individual transition level, while both compilation methods add an extra level of abstraction. However, there is a great deal of similarity in the methods used in both Ebergen's trace theory and the process decomposition steps of Martin's concurrent processes compilation, which leads to the hope that a higher level can be added to trace theory using some of Martin's techniques.
In terms of timing assumptions, for practical implementations both Martin's and Ebergen's methods require the physical circuit realization to enforce the isochronic fork assumption. Note that although Ebergen's method can generate purely delay-insensitive circuits, they involve much greater circuit complexities, making them somewhat impractical. While the isochronic fork assumption is usually true in local areas of designs, and can be ensured on long wires in full-custom designs (possibly by adding delay elements, or by balancing wire lengths), not all technologies can easily meet these requirements. There appear to be no known algorithms to do general automatic routing of signals while respecting isochronic forks. Note that the bundled data assumptions made by Brunvand may actually be more difficult to meet than the isochronic assumption. The reason is that while the isochronic fork assumption is a local assumption on only a single forking wire, the bundled-data constraint encompasses paths including both logic and wires. This means that a method to insure the bundling constraint must constrain a greater amount of logic, and some way of equitably sharing the demand among components must be developed. Also, there may be cases in which the delay constraint may cause cycles where multiple bundles share logic, greatly increasing the problem. The final issue is the granularity of the derived circuits. In a Brunvand/Molnar system, circuit modules are predefined and immutable. Thus, optimization of circuits generally cannot be done below the module level, and the potentially large module set must be separately implemented for each target technology. Ebergen's trace theory is better in this respect, because although it still uses predefined modules, the set of required elements is small and not overly complex. As to Martin's method, the results are mixed. Circuit derivation works essentially at the transistor level, with gates built up transistor by transistor in response to program specifications. However, it turns out that once these gates are built, they generally cannot be further restructured into smaller gates, as is done in standard sequential logic synthesis. Take for example the circuit first introduced in Figure 16 (right), which is repeated in Figure 26 (left). In this example, there is a ring of inverters oscillating, and an AND gate which should never fire. If we use standard logic decomposition techniques to map to gates with at most 2 inputs, we generate the circuit shown in Figure 26 (center). It turns out that this circuit is incorrect, because under the quasi-delay-insensitive delay assumptions, the output AND gate can in fact fire. To see this, notice the sequence 0110→0111→0011→1011, which leads from a correct state of the original circuit to a state where the top AND gate can fire. While a correct circuit can in fact be derived by replacing two of the inverters with C-elements, which serves to require that the lower AND gate reacts to the current state of the inverter ring before the ring continues on, we are unaware of any algorithms for doing this in the general case. Thus, while Martin's method is able to optimize down to the transistor level, it will have trouble migrating to non-full-custom technologies because of gate sizes and structure.
Concluding Remarks
As we have seen, asynchronous design is a rich area of research, with many different approaches to circuit synthesis. In fact, what has been discussed in this paper is only a portion of the complete work in this field. It bears repeating that the goal of this paper has not been to be an exhaustive treatment of the field, but instead is meant as an overview of several approaches. Many interesting techniques have been omitted, important areas such as verification and testing largely ignored, and even those methodologies discussed haven't been explored in the depth necessary to actually design circuits. The hope is that this work gives the background necessary to put further readings in proper context. I apologize to those researchers whose works have not been included, hoping that some of their flavor has been represented by what has been covered.
